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Fast
Facts


Fundraising at
Ohmine School
resulted in
over $6,000



Sapwuahfik is
the only outer
island with an
ECE Center



Championship
Week is at the
end of April



Seinwar
School has a
new basketball court



Bradley Zarred got 10th
place in the
Guam Spelling Bee 2017
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New DOE Mission Statement
Starting with a Strategic
Planning retreat in October of 2016, followed-up
by a Policy & Planning
Committee meeting several times and hosting a
retreat at Lenger Island
on March 13, the
Pohnpei Department of
Education has a new
mission statement.
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The new mission statement was created collaboratively, with representatives from Pohnpei
State Legislature, Fi-

nance, COM-FSM,
COM-PNI, Upward
Bound, as well as Department of Education

Collaborating Partners

principals, chiefs, advisers, and other representatives. What follows is
our new mission:

The mission of the
Pohnpei Department of
Education is to educate
our children to be literate, knowledgeable, skillful, culturally competent,
confident, creative, and
globally responsible citizens. We will do this by
providing highly qualified staff, sufficient resources and facilities,
well developed policies
and programs, and cooperative partnerships with
our families and communities.
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Pohnpei Studies: The 5th Core Subject
Chief of Curriculum &
Instruction, Reynold Albert, and Pohnpei Studies Specialist Nelsin
Iriarte, have been hard at
work finalizing the

Pohnpei Studies curriculum.
With equal emphasis on
Pohnpeian language and
cultural heritage, the
department is hoping to

make this our fifth core
subject, alongside English, Math, Science, and
Social Studies. Stay tuned
for an in-depth article in
the next issue of Peluhs!

Celebrating Cultural Heritage
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$1,500,000 Unallocated Funds: Updates!
Plans for the $1,500,000 unallocated
funds are nearly complete. Some of
these plans include:

Our jobs exist for
one reason: to
serve children

Got a story
for The
Peluhs?
We want to
hear from
you!
Call us at
320-2103

Facilities Maintenance Plan—
tagged at $230,000 for conducting
minor repairs at school classrooms
and centers, and then offices, libraries, kitchens, and others. $170,000 is
allocated to supplies, $40,000 to the
Student Corps, and $20,000 for Special Contracts where necessary.

Technical Assistance—tagged at
$72,000 for conducting a Job Audit
for all PDOE positions, as well as
money allocated for ensuring fiscal
accountability, school assessment,
teacher contract and evaluation
tools, and miscellaneous technical
assistance as necessary.
The time-frame for all of these plans
is from March to December 2017.
Call us for more information.

Professional Development Summer Plans
The following plans are tentative.
College of Micronesia: May 29-July
13. 17 teachers will be working on
their B.A., 3rd year work, or related
educational development.
Teacher Certification: Study & Review Workshop June 19-23. NSTT
& TCE Administration June 28-30.

Pohnpei Teacher Forum: All teachers invited, July 3-5.
Math & Science Workshop: July 2428, for 30-40 high school teachers.
Distrip Training Workshop: August
1-4th for ECE to 3rd Grade Teachers.

Does Your School Need Repairs?
selidok@poh
npeidoe.f
m

In a partnership with
Pohnpei Department of
Education’s Work Development & Skills Training Division (WD&ST), schools can
apply for workers to conduct
minor repairs and refurbishments
every Thursday and Friday until the
The Peluhs

end of the academic year. Interested
schools can submit School Facilities
Maintenance Project forms,
which—if approved—will result in
an assessment, and then completion
of, the necessary repairs and maintenance. Contact Staylor Elidok at the
Central Office for more information
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Accreditation: Self-Studies & Turnaround Planning
Plan. A Turnaround Plan
consists of
school faculty,
PTA, and students making
specific, measurable,
achievable, realistic, and
time-bound goals to improve one’s school.
Level One
schools
need more
help than
Level Four
schools

For schools that received a
Level One Accreditation
score, they are being asked
to develop a Turnaround

being asked to complete a
Self Study. A Self Study is
a collaborative process of
teachers, parents, and students identifying the
strengths and weaknesses
of their school.

Students taking the
NMCT, March 13
Have any questions,
comments, or concerns
regarding the Self Study or
Turnaround Plan?
Contact Pressler Martin or
Richard Clark at 320-2103
or
pmartin@pohnpeidoe.fm
or rclark@pohnpeidoe.fm

The rest of the schools are

Office of Asset Maintenance
Moving containers

What is accountability?
Accountability is the process of ensuring people and
organizations take ownership for their actions.

an effort to support our
schools, we first need to
know what we have, how
much we have, and the
quality of what we have.

The Pohnpei Department
of Education is undergoing some big changes. In

To demonstrate accountability, we’re building the
Pohnpei Department of

Education Office of Asset
for the Office of
Maintenance. This physical Asset Maintenance
structure will house all of
our Department’s materials, catalogued by experts
so that nothing disappears
and our resources help our
students, like you.

Trade Industry Program Recruiting
Starting in April, juniors
and seniors from the
Trade Industry programs
at the high schools will be
recruited to assist in minor
renovations of the schools,
focusing on painting dirty
schools, repairing leaking

roofs, and fixing classrooms. They’ll be working
during the summer, and
will be receiving school
credit and a small stipend.
High School teachers will
be supervising the students
in addition to project man-

agers. Interested students should fill out
the application form
at the WD&ST division. Contact us for
more information.
Contact Dennis Poll at
dpoll@pohnpeidoe.fm
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Student Survey Results
The Peluhs and Perspectives

In February 2017, each
high school student in
Pohnpei State was given
a survey on their
teacher. A full report
breaking down these
results will be available
by the end of April.
Until then, however, we
are now in a position to
make a series of databased generalizations.
55% of students feel
that they are assigned
homework multiple
times per week, but
22% of students feel
they are assigned homework a few times per
month, once or twice
per quarter, or never.
Homework is more
likely to be perceived as
being assigned in a
math or science class,
and less likely in a religion or vocational instruction class. Female
teachers are perceived
as more likely to assign homework than

male teachers, and
also more likely to be
perceived as giving
feedback on assignments. Private school
teachers are more likely
to be perceived as giving
feedback on assignments
than public school teachers, but only marginally.
25% of public school
students perceive their
teacher as being absent from school once
per week, compared to
5% for private school
students. PICS has a
higher perceived rate of
teacher absenteeism than
MHS, with NMHS having the lowest perceived
rate of teacher absenteeism.
80% of all students are
very or somewhat satisfied with their teacher,
but of the 18% who are
unsatisfied, 12% are very
unhappy. Male public
school teachers are
more likely to be perceived as unsatisfactory, with female private school teachers
being rated the highest.

Public school students
are twice as likely as
private school students
to feel uncomfortable
or unwelcome in class,
with 10% reporting they
are made uncomfortable multiple times per
week. The majority of
students who advised
they are made uncomfortable multiple times
per week also said that
they were very unsatisfied with their teacher.
7% of public school
students perceived their
teacher as being late to
class multiple times per
week, compared with
3% of private school
students. 61% of public
school students advised
their teacher was never
late, compared with
65% of private school
students.
Group work is perceived to be more
common in Social
Studies and English
classes than Math or
Science classes, at
roughly equal rates
across public and private schools.

The Pohnpei Department of Education is planning to follow-up on this student
impressions survey with a teacher survey and a parental survey.

By DOE Data Staff
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The Peluhs Pohnpei Cultural Day at
Mand ECE Center

Cultural Day is an event
that is celebrated by
Pohnpei DOE ECE
Division annually.
The Theme for this
school year is: “ Preserving What We Have
and What We Share.”
This school year, selected teams from the
ECE Office and Central Office were assigned to participate in
each of the ECE Centers.
The team assigned for
Mand ECE were: Karlina Henry (DOE Representative), Maxcipa
Harris (Disability Specialist), and Linter Weber (ECE Dental Specialist.)
Mand ECE is supervised by Ms. Bailyn
Moses. Her staffs include ECE classroom

teacher Nedie Moses,
Driver Alfonso Moses
and Cook Melissa Jose.
The total enrollment for
Mand ECE is 24 students. Among the 24
ECE students are two
students with disabilities.
They, too, had important
parts in the event.
When the team arrived
at the Center, the rain
was pouring like buckets
from the sky. Parents,
families and community
members however were
gathered outside the
classrooms, chatting excitedly as they prepared
their kids for the activity.
The program consisted
of the state anthem, sang
by the students; a prayer;
welcome remarks; and a
demonstration on “Laid
Kapw” the traditional
ceremony for launching
of a new canoe or new
fishing gears.
The kids were adorned
in traditional grass skirts
and vines/floral garlands. Each child had
memorized his/her line
by consistently rehearsing for the past two
weeks.

There was an oral presentation by each student, followed by the
fish presentation where
the pounding of the
sakau “sukusuk” began
and the girls laid out the
banana leaves,
“medehde”, for the
fish. The tempo of the
pounding “sukusuk”
signaled when the
“tempel” should begin
and the boys to bring
the fish, stringed in odd
numbers, lay them
down in the
“medehde,” and the
girls to anoint them
with coconut oil.
The final part of the
ceremony is called
“Sapw”, also signaled
by the change in the
rhythm of the pounding “sukusuk.”
Baskets of food were
distributed to the community members, ranging from highest rank
down, along with the
strings of fish.
The crowd then proceeded to “koanoat or
sak” eating.
It was awesome!

Cultural Day is one of our most important holidays, as it gives us time to reflect
on and celebrate our cultural heritage.

By Carlina Henry

Dear Reader,

Office of Public Information,
Pohnpei DOE

PO Box 250, Pohnpei FM 96941
Phone: +691-320-2301
E-mail: rhiggins@pohnpeidoe.fm
Visit Us on Facebook!

Do you know what a stakeholder is? A stakeholder is someone
who has a stake—that is, an important interest—in something.
Students want to learn; therefore, students have a stake in
education. Parents want their children to succeed; therefore,
parents have a stake in education. Businesses and Governments want people to make and spend money, something
education can help with.; therefore, businesses and governments have a stake in education.
Do you have a stake in education? Contact the Department of
Education Central Office with any questions, comments, or
concerns you may have. Everything we do is for our children.
Vocabulary This Issue:
Heritage [noun]: tradition, something handed down from the past

facebook.com/pohnpeidoe.fm

Miscellaneous [adjective]: variety, various types from various sources
Tentative [adjective]: not fixed or not certain
Accountability [noun]: responsibility, taking ownership for one’s actions

Strengthening Our Schools!

Marginally [adverb]: only a little

The Peluhs

Student Interview
Mayson Lickie and Nygard
Amyda are a senior and
sophomore respectively at
PICS.
PELUHS: What do you
like the most about PICS?

teacher, English preferably.

your education?

NYGARD: I want to be an
artist, working on books.

MAYSON: Provide more
knowledge on things we
don’t know about. Maybe
speak more English so we
can understand.

PELUHS: What can PICS
do to improve the quality of

MAYSON: We’ve learned a
lot at the school.

NYGARD: Speaking in
English, so many only speak
in Pohnpeian. Only some
teachers speak in English.

NYGARD: Same. My favorite subject is English.
PELUHS: What do you
want to be when you grow
up?
MAYSON: I want to be a

PELUHS: How can we
improve the dorms?
Pohnpei Island Central School

MAYSON: Take action on
every report we make.

